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“T

rial Attorneys help people!”
declares Michael Pansini. The
thing he’s proudest of professionally is that the law firm
he started nine months out of law school
in 1986 has obtained numerous multi-million dollar verdicts and settlements that
benefit not only his clients but the public
as well.

EXTRAORDINARY
RESULTS BENEFIT
ORDINARY PEOPLE
As the son of one of the premier union
stonework contractors in Manhattan,
Pansini worked on many construction
sites from his teenage years right up
to law school. This experience came in
handy when he represented a 22 year old
construction worker who was seriously
injured due to the disregard of worker
safety on a construction site. During
the third week of a protracted jury trial,
s u p e r l a wye rs .com

Pansini resolved the young man’s claim
for $16.175 Million, one of the largest for a single construction worker in
Pennsylvania history.
Other significant results include:
•$15 Million settlement for two Norristown
firefighters and two residents against
a public utility due to a natural gas
explosion. (Largest resolution against
public utility in Pennsylvania history.)
•$6.6 Million settlement for child and
grandmother due to improper place ment
of a utility pole. (Largest utility pole accident resolution in Pennsylvania history.)
•$3 Million jury verdict for realtor against
her insurance company and lawyer.
(Largest bad faith compensatory damages
verdict in Pennsylvania history.)
TEAM APPROACH:
Pansini has always
believed in the “team” approach to litigation. “Clients benefit when several
lawyers are involved in their cases. That’s
what they get at Pansini & Mezrow.”
Some eight years ago Pansini looked for
a skilled trial attorney who was also dedi-

cated to fighting for the rights of injured
people. The attorney who joined his firm
was Steven Mezrow, a well-respected
trial attorney with a reputation for being
tenacious and aggressive. In fact, during
a recent trial the jury admiringly referred
to him as the “pit bull.” Mezrow has
played a significant role in many of the
firm’s successes.
Although Pansini & Mezrow have had
several seven and eight figure resolutions, smaller cases don’t drop below their
radar. Their mantra has always been: “We
pride ourselves on loyalty and commitment to our clients. If they are wronged,
we will be there for them.”
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